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How We Think

Digital Media and Contemporary Technogenesis

I-Iow do wc think? This book explores the proposition that
we think through, with, and alongsidc mcdia. T'his, of course,

is not a new idea. Marshall Mcluhan, Fricdrich Kittler" Lev
Manovich, Mark I-{anscn, and a host of others have made

similar ciaims. Building on their work, this book charts the
implications o[ rneclia upheavals within the humanities and

clualitativc social scicnces as traditionally print-based disci-
plines such as literature, history; philosophy, religion, and

ar:t history mr:ve into digital media. Wliile the sciences and
quantitative social sciences havc alrcady made this transi
tion, the humanities and qualitative sociai sciences are only
now facing a paradigm shift in which digital research and
publication can no longer be ignorecl. Starting frorn rnind-
sets forrncd by prirrt, nurtured by print, and enabled ancl con,
strained by print, humanities scholars are confronting the

di flerences that digital media rnake in every aspecl. of hurnan-
ist ic i n<1uiry, inclucli ng cr:nceptualizing projccts, irn plemeut-
in1' rt'r,'.rt, r, l)r()gnlnls, rlr:signilrq <.urri<.rrla, itrr<l e<lrlr:l1ing
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2 Chapter]

students. The Age of Print is passing,l and the assumptions, presuppositions,

and practices associated with it are now becoming visible as media-specific

practices rather than the largely invisible status quo.

To evaluate the impact of digital technologies, we may consider in over-

view an escalating series of effects. At the lower levels are e-mail, depart-
mental websites, web searches, text messaging, creating digital files, saving

and disseminating them, and so forth. Nearly everyone in academia, and

Iarge numbers outside academia, participate in digital technologies at these

Ievels. Even here, the effects are not negligible. For example, the patterns of
errors in writing made with pen and/or typewriter are quite different from
those made with word processing. More dramatic is the impact on academic

research; whereas scholars used to haunt the library, nowadays they are likely
to access the sources they need via web searches. Perhaps most significant at

this level is the feeling one has that the world is at one's fingertips. The abil-
ity to access and retrieve information on a global scale has a significant im-
pact on how one thinks about one's place in the world. I live in a small town
in North Carolina, but thanks to the web, I do not feel in the least isolated. I
can access national news, compare it to international coverage, find arcane

sources, Iook up information to fact-check a claim, and a host of other activi-
ties that would have taken days in the pre-lnternet era instead of minutes, if
indeed they could be done at all. Conversely, when my computer goes down
or my Internet connection fails, I feel lost, disoriented, unable to work-in
fact, I feel as if my hands have been amputated (perhaps recalling Marshall
Mcluhans claim that media function as prostheses). Such feelings, which
are widespread,2 constitute nothing less than a change in worldview.

Moreover, research indicates that the small habitual actions associated

with web interactions-clicking the mouse, moving a cursor, etc.-may be

extraordinarily effective in retraining (or more accurately, repurposing) our
neural circuitry, so that the changes are not only psychological but physical

as well. Learning to read has been shown to resuit in significant changes in
trrain functioning; so has learning to read differently, for example by per-

forming Google searches. Nicholas Carr in ?he Shallows: What the Internet
Is Doing to Our Brcins (2010) argues that these changes are i.mperiling our
ability to concentrate, leading to superficial thought, diminished capacity

to understand complex texts, and a general decline in intellectual capacity.

FIe relates them to feelings of being constantly distracted, so that instead of
focusing on a task for a relatively long time, one feels compelled to check

e-mail, search the web, breal< off to play a computer game, and so filrth-
These issues are discusserd in chapl.cr 3, brlt trerc I want to clraw a sorn<:what
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different implication: our interactions with digital media are embodied, and

they have bodily effects at the physical level. Similarly, the actions of com-

puters are also embodied, although in a very different manner than with

humans. The more one works with digital technologies, the more one comes

to appreciate the capacity of networked and programmable machines to

carry out sophisticated cognitive tasks, and the more the keyboard comes to

seem an extension of one's thoughts rather than an externa.l device on which

one types. Embodiment then takes the form of extended cognition, in which

human agency and thought are enmeshed within larger networks that ex-

tend beyond the desktop computer into the environment. For this reason,

models of embodied and extended cognition, such as proposed by Andy

Clark (2008) and others, play a central role in my argument.

So far I have been speaking of lower levels of engagement, carried out

every day by millions of people. Scholars are among those who frequerrtly

enact more sophisticated activities in digital media' At the next level, a

scholar begins to use digital technologies as part ofthe research process. At

first this may take the form of displaying results already achieved through

other media, for example, posting an essay composed for print on the web.

Here the main advantages are worldwide dissemination to a wide variety

of audiences, in many cases fa.r beyond what print can reach. The open se-

cret about humanities print publications is their extremely low subscrip-

tion rates and, beyond this, the shockingly small rate at which articles are

cited (and presumably read). David P. Hamilton (1990, 1991) undertook a

study of how often journal articles are cited within five years of their publi-

cation. Correcting for announcements, reviews, etc., that are not intended

for citation (see Pendlebury 1991), his results show that for the sciences,

the percentage of articles that have never been cited once in five years is

22.4 percent. For the humanities, il is a whopping 93.1 percent. Even ac-

knowledging the different roles that article publication plays in the sciences

(where it is the norm) and the humanities (where the book is the norm) and

the different rates at which iournal publication takes place in the two fields

(a flew months in the sciences, from one to three years in the humanities),

this figure should give us pause.

The low citation rate suggests that iournal publication may serve as a cre-

dentialing mechanism for tenure and promotion but that iournal publication

(with a few significant exceptions) has a negligible audience and a nugatory

communicative function. It also raises questions about evaluations of qual-

ity. Tlpically, judgments are made through faculty committees that read a

scholar's work and summarize their eva]uations for the department. In such
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deliberations, questions ofoutreach and audience;rre rarely cntertaincd in a
negative sense (aithough they are typically considerccl when worl< is cleemed
influential). If influence and audience were considerecl, one niight rnake a
strong argument for taking into account well,written, well-rcsearched blogs
that have audiences in the thousands or hundreds ofthousancls, in contrast
to print books and articles that have audiences in tlre crozens or low hun-
dreds-if that. Indeed, it should mal<e us rethink crecientialing in general, as

Gar y Flall points out in IJrgir iz e This Boolz! The politics o/ New Medio or why
we Need open Access Mrw (2008): "The dlgital model of publishing raises
fundamental questions [or what scholarly publishing (and teaching) actually
is; in doing so it not only poses a thrcat to the traditional acaclemic hicrar-
chics, but also tells us something about the practices of academic legitima-
tion, authority, judgment, accreditation, and inslituti.n in general,,(70).

'rhe next step in cng-agement comes with conceptualizing arrd irnple-
mcnting rescarch projccts iri digital rnedia. I-Iere a spectrum of possibilitics
unfolds: at one end, a one-off projcct that a scholar unclertakes without be-
coming deeply engaged and, at the other erd^ scholars who work primarily
in digital media. Even at the lower end of the spectrum, assrrmptions ancl
presupPositions bcgin to shift in dramatic ways. For examplc, thc scholar
who works in digital mcdia is likely to store data in databases rather tha.
express it discursively. As chaptcr 2 discusscs, this change learls to a signifi-
cant t.ransformation in how a scholar thinks about her rnaterial. Refractory
elernents that must be subordinated in verbal presentation for an argume nt
to rnake sense and be compelling can now be given weight in their own
right. Constructing a databasc also makes it possible lor iliffercnt scholars
(or teams o[ scholars) to create different front-ends for t]re same data, thus
cncouraging coliaboration in data collection, storing, and analysis.

At this point the changes accelerate, for now the digital-based scholar
begins to shift her perspective more substantially, as issues of design, navi-
gation, graphics, animation, and their integration with concepts come to
the {ore. while navigatirrn in print is highly constrained, guided by tables of
contents, chapter headings, endnotes, indcxes, and so on, in web research
navigation may occur in a wicle variety of ways, each of whicli has impli-
cations for how the audiencc will encounter and assess the rcsearch ancl
thus for what the research is taken to mean. Flypertext links, hierarchies of
screen displays, home page tabs, and so forth all contributc to the overall
ef["ect. Graphics, animation, dcsign, video, and sound acq.ire argumenta-
tive force and bccome part of thc research's qr-rest fbr mea,ing, As a scholar.
confronts thcse issues, sooner or later she will likely encounter the limits ol'
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her own knowledge and skills and recognize the need-indeed, the neces-

sity*for collaboration. Since the best collaborations are those in which all

the partners are in [-rom tire beginning and participate in the project's con-

ceptualization as well as implementation, this in turn implies a very differ-

ent model of work than the fypical procedures of a print-based scholar, who

may cooperate with others in a variety of ways, from citing other scholars to

asking acquaintances to read manuscripts, but who typically composes alone

rather than in a team environment.

Working collaboratively, the digitally based scholar is apt to enlist stu-

dents in the project, and this leads quickly to conceptualizing courses in
which web projects constitute an integral part of the work. Now the changes

radiate out ftom an individual research project into curricular transforma-

tion and, not coincidentally, into different physical arrangements of instruc-

tion and research space. The classroom is no longer sufficient for the needs

of web pedagogy; needed are flexible laboratory spaces in which teams can

work collaboratively, as well as studio spaces with high-end technologies for

production and implementation. At this point, it is difficult to saywhere the

transformations end, for now almost every aspect of work in the humanities

can be envisioned differently, including research and publication, teaching

and mentoring, credentialing and peer evaluation, and last but n.ot least,

relations of the academy to the larger society.

Such wide-ranging shifts in perspective often are most dramatically

evident in scholars who have administrative responsibility, represented in

this study (discussed in chapter 2) by Kenneth Knoespel at Georgia l"ech;

Tara McPherson at the University of Southern California; Alan Liu at the

University of California, Santa Barbara; Harold Short at King's College

London; and ]eflrey Schnapp (who was at Stanford University when I inter-

viewed him but has since moved to Harvard University). As administrators,

they must necessarily think programmatically about where their administra-

tive units are going, how present trends point to future possibilities, how

outcomes will be judged, and how their units relate to the university and

the society in genera.l. They clearly understand that digital technologies,

in broad view, imply transformation not only of the humanities but of the

cntire educational system. They are also keenly aware of difflculties to be

ncgotiated wilhin the humanities as traditionally print-based disciplines

lrlclurc into diverse contingents, with some scholars still firmly within. the

rcgirnel o[ print wtrilc others are racing into the digital domain.
'1'lrc changcs r:Irartc<l lrr:rc lrrvl hccn r<.:prose.ntr:d ats a series of levels with

6rirtlrr,rl irr<'tt'irscs Ixrtwcx'rr tlrr:rrt. lltiwt'vlt, il thl lowcsl lt:vcl is rlrnparccl
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directly with the highesl., the differe,ces arc starl(, pointing to the possibility
of a widcning rift bctween print, and digital-basccl sr:holars. 'I,his situation
poses a host of theoretical, organizational, and pcciagogical challenges. As
the Digital Ilumanities mature, scholars working within dis.ital mcdia arc
developing vocabularies, rhetorics, and knowreclgc bases necessary for the
advancement of the {ield. Tb a certain extcnt, knowleclge construction is
cumulative, and the citations, allusions, ancl specialized discourses o[ the
Digital l-Iurlar-iities presume audiences capable of ccl,text,alizing and un,
dcrstanding the stakcs oL an argument; the implications of a project; the
innovations, rcsistances, a,d disruptions that r:esearch strategies pose to
work that has s.ne before. At the same tirne, howcveq traditional (i.e., print-
based) scholars arc st.rggling {.o grasp the impiications o[ this work and .f-
ten failing to do so.

Thc failures are apt to take two distinct but related for:ms. Iirst, print-
based scholars are inclined to think that the media ,pheavals causecl by the
advent of digital technologies are no big deal. Iri this view, cligital text is re_,arl

as if it were print, an assumption cncouraged by the fact that both books
and computer screens arc hcld at about the samc distance from the eyes.
Morcover, pri,t-bascd scholars increasingry compose, edit, and disseminatc
files i, digital form without worrying too much about how digital text diffcrs
from print, so they tend not to sec the ways in which digital text, arthough
superiicially similar to print, diffcrs profouncliy in its internal structures, as
well as in thc differe,t functionalities, protoco]s, and comniuriicative possi-
bilitics of networkod and programmablc machines. 'I'he second kind of fail,
ure manifests as resistancc to, or outright reiection of, work in digital meclia.
Many factors are implicated in these responses, ranging fiom anxieties that
(print) skill sets laboriously acquired over y., ars of cffbrt may become obso-
lete, to juclgrncnts fbrmed by print aesthctics that unclervaluc ancl unclerrate
digital work, leading to a kind of tunncl visio, that focuses on text to the
exclusion of everything else such as graphics, animation, navigation, etc.

Faced with these resistanccs and misundersta.dings, hunra.ities schol-
ars working in digital rnedia increasingly feel that they are confrontecl with
an unsavory dilemma: either they kecp trying to cxplain to their print,bascd
colleagues the naturc and significance of their work, Iighting rearguard ac-
tions over a.d over at thg eapsn5e ofdeveloping their own practices, or else
they give up on this venture, cease trying to communicate meaningfully, and
go tlreir own way. The resulti,g rift between print,basecl and digital sch.lar-
ship would have significant irnplications for lrolh sirlcs. Print-basccl scholars
would bc<:ornt: incre'asingly nrargirralizt:<I, rrrralrlt'to t'orrrrrrrrnica(t'rr9( grrly
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with Digital Humanities colleagues but also witli researchers in the social

sciences and sciences, who routinely use digital media and have developed

a wide range of skills to work in them. Digital humanities would become

cut off from the rich resources of print traditions, leaving behind millen-
nia of thought, expression, and practice that no longer seem relevant to its
concerns.

Surely there must be a better way. Needed are approaches that can lo-

cate digital work within print traditions, and print traditions within dig-

ital media, without obscuring or failing to account for the differences

between them. One such approach is advocated here: it goes by the name

of Comparative Media Studies.3 As a concept, Comparative Media Studies

has long inhabited the humanities, including comparisons of manuscript
and print cultures, oral versus literate cultures, papyri versus yellum, immo-
bile type versus moveable type, Ietterpress versus offset printing, etc. These

fields have tended to exist at the margins of literary culture, of interest to
specialists but (with significant exceptions) rarely sweeping the humanities

as a whole. Moreover, they have occupied separate niches without overall

theoretical and conceptual frameworks within which Comparative Media

Studies might evolve.

With the momentous shift from print to digital media within the humani-
ties, Comparative Media Studies provides a rubric within which the interests

of print-based and cligital humanities scholars can come together to explore

synergies between print and digital media, at the same time bringing into
view other versions of Comparative Media Studies, such as the transition
from manuscript to print culture, that have until now been relegated to spe-

cialieed subfields. Building on important work in textual and bibliographic
studies, it emphasizes the importance of materiality in media. Broadening

the purview beyond print, it provides a unifiring flramework within which
curricula rnay be designed systematically to initiate students into media re-

gimes, highlighting the different kinds of reading practices, literacies, and

communities prominent in various media epochs.

Examples of Comparative Media Studies include research that combines

print and digital literary productions, such as Matthew Kirschenbaum's

(2007) concepts of f.ormal and forensic rnateriality, Loss Glazier's (2008)

work on experimental poetics, Iohn Cayley (2004,2002) on letters and bits,

and Stephanie Strickland (Strickland 2002; Strickland and Lawson 2002)

on works that have both print and digital manifestations. Other examples

are theoretical approaches that combine continental philosophy with New
Meclia content, such as Mark Hansen's NewPhilosophyfctrNeruMedia (2006b).
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Still others are provided by the MIT series on platlirrm studies, codirected
by Nick Montfort and Ian Bogost (Montfbrt and Bogost 2009), w-hictr airns
to locate specific effects in thc affordances and constraints of mcdia plat-
forms such as the Atari 5600 vidco game systcm, in whicli tlrc techniques of
close reading are applied to code and vidco display rather than text. Alsr,r irr
this grouping are critical code studies, initiated by Wendy I{ui Kyong Chun
(2008, 2011) and Mark Marino (2006) among others, that bring ideology
critique to the rhetoric, fbrm, and procedures of software. In this vein as

well is Ian Bogost's work (2007) on procedural rfretorics, cornbining tradi-
tional rhetorical vocabularies and approaches with software functionalities.
Lev Manovich's recent (2007) initiative, undertaken with Jeremy Douglas,
on "cultural analytics" uses statistical analysis and database structures to
analyze large data sets of visuai print materials, such as Trme covcrs from
7923 to 1989, and one million pagcs of manga graphic novels (discusscd
in chapter 3). Diverse as thesc projects are, they share an assumption that
techniques, knowleclges, and theories developed within print traditions can
synergistically combinc with riigital productions to produce and catalyze
new kinds of knowledge.

On a pcdagogical level, Comparative Media Studies implies coursc designs
that strive to brcak ttrc transparency of print and denaturalize it by companng
it with other rnedia forms. Alan Liu (2008c) at the university of california,
Santa Barbara, has devised a series of courses that he calls "Literature,l-"
(discussed in chapter 3), which combines close reading of print texts with
comparisons to other media forms. Another example is a seminar comparing
the transition fiom manuscript to prlnt with that of print to digital, offcred
at Yale University by Iessica Brantlcy, a medicvalist, and Jessica pressrnan,

a specialist in conternporary literatrrre. othcr approaches might stress rnul,
tiple literacies that include print but also emphasize writing for the wel:,
designing computer games, creating sim,lations of social situations, and a
variety of other media modalities. My collcagues at Duke University, includ-
ing Cathy l)avidson, Nicholas Gessler, Mark Hansen, Timothy Lenoir, and
victoria Szabo, are crcating courses and research proiccts that follow suclr
interdisciplinary lines of inquiry. Extrapolating from these kinds of expcri,
rnents, Comparative Media Studies can provide a framework {br cotrrses in
which students would acquire a wide repertoire of strategies to address com,
plex problems. Faced with a particular kind of problem, they would rmt bcr

confined to only one mode o[ address but coulcl t]rink creatively about thc
rcsollrces, approaches, ancl strategies the problenr requircs ancl ch<xrst: lht'
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more prornising one, or an appropriate combination of Lwo or uore, 1or a

given context.

Such a curriculurn is worlds away frorn the offerings of a traditional
English dcpartment, which typically lbcuses on periodizatiorrs (c.g., eigh-

tcenth century prosc). nationalities (British, American, Anglophone, ctc.),

and genres (fiction, prosc, drama). The difficulties with this kind of ap-

pr<iach are not only that it is outmoded and fails to account for what much

of contemporary scholarship is about (postcolonial studies, globalization

studies, race and gender studies, etc.). It alscl focuses on content rather

than problerns, assuming that students will somehow make the leap from

classrr:om exercises to real-world complexities by themselves. lb be sure,

not every irrtellectual exercise may be framed as a problem. '[he trumanities

have specialized in education that airns at enriching a student's sense of

the specificity and complexity of our intellectual heritage, including rnajor

philosophical texts, complcx literar:y works, and the intricate structures of
theoretical investigations into language, society, and the human psyche.

Neverthelcss, there must also be a place for problem-based inquiry within
the humanities as well as the sciences aricl social sciences. Comparative

Media Studies is well suited to this role and can approach it through the

framework of multiplc literacies.

The irnplications of moving from content orientation to problem orien-

tation are profound. Project-based research, typical of work in the Digital

I lurnanities, ioins theory and practice through the productive wnrk of rnaking.

Moreovcq the projects thernselves evolve within collaborative envirorimcnts

in which rcsearch and teaching blend with one another in the context of
teams with many different kinds of skills, typically in spaces fluidly config-

ured as integrated classroom, laboratory, and studio spaces. T'he challcnges

of production complicate and extend thc traditional challengcs of reading

and writing well, adding other dimensior-is of software utilization, analytical

and statistical tools, database designs, and other modalities intrinsic to work

in digital media. Without abandoning print literacy, Comparative Media

Studies enriches it through judicious comparison with other media, so

that print is no longer the default mode into which one falls without much

thought about alternatives but rather an informed choice made with full
awareness of its possibilities and limitations. Conceptualized in this way,

Cornparativc Media Studies courscs would have wide appeal not onlywithin
ttre humanities but in the social sciences and some of the hard sciences

;rs wt:ll. Srrch c<lurses would provide essential preparation for students
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entering the information-intensive and media-rich environments in which
their careers will be forged and their lives lived.

Adopting this perspective requires rethinking priorities and assumptions

on so many levels that it is more like peeling an onion than arriving at a
decision. One thinks one understands the implications, but then further
layers reveal themselves and present new challenges to the scholar who
has grown up with print, taught with print, and conducted research exclu-

sively in print media. A principal aim of this book is to excavate these layers,

showing through specific case studies what Comparative Media Studies

involves. One way into the complexities is to track the evolution of the
Digital Humanities, the site within the humanities where the changes are

most apparent and, arguably most disruptive to the status quo. As chapter 2
shows, the Digital Humanities are not a monolithic field but rather a collec-
tion of dynamic evolving practices, with internal disputes, an emerging set

of theoretical concerns interwoven with diverse practices, and contextual
solutions to specific institutional configurations.

Another way is through the concept of technogenesis, the idea that hu-
mans and technics have coevolved together. The proposition that humans
coevolved with the development and transport of tools is not considered
especially controversial among paleoanthropologists. For example, the view
that bipedalism coevolved with tool manufacture and transport is widely
accepted. Walking on two legs freed the hands, and the resulting facility
with tools bestowed such strong adaptive advantage that the development of
bipedalism was further accelerated, in a recursive upward spiral that Andy
Clark (2008) calls "continuous reciprocal causation." To adapt this idea to
the contemporary moment, two modifications are necessary. The first was
proposed in the late nineteenth century bylames Mark Baldwin (1896), now
referred to as the Baldwin effect. He suggested that when a genetic muta-
tion occurs, its spread through a population is accelerated when the species

reengineers its environment in ways that make the mutation more adaptive.

Updating Baldwin, recent work in evolutionary biology has acknowledged
tlle importance of epigenetic changes-changes initiated and transmitted
through the environment rather than through the genetic code. This allows

for a second modification, the idea that epigenetic changes in human biol-
ogy can be accelerated by changes in the environment that make them even

more adaptive, which leads to further epigenetic changes. Because the dy-

namic involves causation that operates through epigenetic changes, which
occur much faster than genetic mutations, evolution can now happen much
faster, especially in environments that are rapidly transforming with multi-
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ple factors pushing in similar directions. Lending credence to this hypothesis

is recent work in neurophysiology, neurology, and cognitive science, which
has shown that the brain, central nervous system, and peripheral nervous

system are endowed with a high degree of neural plasticity. While greatest

in infants, children, and young people, neural plasticity continues to some

extent into adulthood and even into old age.

As digital media, including networked and programmable desktop sta-

tions, mobiie devices, and other computational media ernbedded in the
environment, become more pervasive, they push us in the direction of
faster communication, more intense and varied information streams, more
integration of humans and intelligent machines, and more interactions of
Ianguage with code. These environmental changes have significant neuro-
logical consequences, many of which are now becoming evident in young
people and to a lesser degree in almost everyone who interacts with digital
media on a regular basis.

The epigenetic changes associated with digital technologies are ex-

plored in chapter 3 through the interrelated topics of reading and attention.
Learning to read complex texts (i.e., "close reading") has long been seen

as the special province of the humanities, and humanities scholars pride
themselves on knowing how to do it well and how to teach students to do

it. With the advent of digital media, other modes of reading are claiming
an increasing share of what counts as "literacy," including hlper reading
and analysis through machine algorithms ("machine reading"). Hlper read-

ing, often associated with reading on the web, has also been showri to bring
about cognitive and morphological changes in the brain. Young people are

at the leading edge ofthese changes, but pedagogical strategies have not to
date generally been fashioned to take advantage of these changes. Students

read and write print texts in the classroom and consume and create digital
texts of their own on screens (with computers, iPhones, tablets, etc.), but
there is little transfer from leisure activities to classroom instruction or vice
versa. A Comparative Media Studies perspective can result in courses and
curricula that recognize a-11 three reading modalities*close, hlper-, and ma-

chine*and prepare students to understand the limitations and affordances

o[ each.

Fred Brooks, a computer scientist at the University of North Carolina and

irrrthor crf the best-selling The Mythical Man.-Month (alluding to the flawed

"rssurrption that more manpower inevitably means faster progress), offers
gtxrcl ;rclviccl r"elevant to crafting a Comparative Media Studies approach in
'l'lrc Dc.sigrr of Design: Es.says fom a Computer Scienfisf (2010a). ]n an interview
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inWired, he commcnts that "the critical thing airour thc desigrr process is to
identifu your scarcest resource. Despite what you rnay thin[<, that very ollen
is not money. For example, in a NASA moon shot, rnoncy is abundant but
lightncss is scarce; every ounce of weight requires tons cif matcrial below.
On the design of a beach vacation home, the limitation rnay be your occan-
front footage. You have to makc sure your whole team understands wtrat
scarce resource you're optimizing" (2010b:92). "fhe answer to the "scarce

resource" question for societies in developed corintries seems clear: the
sheer onslaught of information has created a situation in which thc limiting
factor is human attention. There is too much to attend to and too little rime
to do it. (The situation is of course quite diffcrent in developing countries,
where money rnay indeed function as the scarcc resource.)

Hyper reading, which includes skimming, scanning, fiagmenting, and
juxtaposing texts, is a strategic response to an information-intensive envi-
ronment, aiming to conserve attention by quickly identifying relevant infor
mation, so tl'rat only relatively fcw portions of a given text are actually read.
Hyper reading correlates, I suggest, with hyper attention, a cognitive rnode
that has a low thrcshold for boredom, altcrnares flexibly between different
information streams, and prefers a high level <if stimulation. Close reading, by
contrrrst, correlates with deep attention, the cognitive mode traditionally as-

sociated with the humanities that prefers a single infbrmation stream, Ibcuses

on a single cultural object for a relatively long time, and has a high tolerance
fbr boredom. 'fhese correlations suggest the need for pedagogical strategies
that recognizc thc strengths and limitations of each coglitive mode; by im-
plication, they underscore the neccssity for building bridges betlveen thern.
Chapter 3, wlrere these matters are discusseld, begins weaving the thread o[
attention/distraction that runs throughout the book. If we think about human-
ities research and teaching as problcms in design (i.e., moving tlom content
orientation to problem orientation), then Brooks's advice suggests that for
collaborative teams working together to craft proiects and curricula in clisital
media, it is crucial for team partners to recognize the importance of human
attentiorl as a limiting/enabling lactor, both as a design strategy and as a con-
ceptual framework for theoretical work. [n an academic context, of course,
the issue is not as simple as optirnization, fbr pedagogical goals and r:csearch

projects may aim at disruption and subversion rather than replicaticln. This
caveat notwithstanding, attention as a focus for inquiry opens onto a com-
plex and urgent set of issues, including the relation o[ hurrran to mac]rine

cognition and the cycles o[ epigcnctic changes r:atalyzcrl by orrr irrr:rc;rsirr1,

exposure to ancl r:ngagerrrent with rligital nrtrlia.

How We Think

To flesh out the concept oftechnogenesis and to explore how a technology

platform can initiate wide-ranginu changes in society, chapter 5 undertakes

a case stLrdy of thc first globally pervasive binary signaling system, the tcle'
graph. The focus is on telegr:aph code books, print productions that offercd
"cconorny, secrecy and simplicity" by matching natural-language phrases with
corresporrding code words. Affecting the wider society througlr the changes

that telegraphy catalyzed, telegrapli code books demonstrate that changed

relations r:flanguage and codc, bodily practices and technocratic regimes, and

rnessages and cultural imaginarics created technogenetic feedback loops that,

over the course of a ccntury, contributed signilicantly to reenginecring the

conditions oI everyday life. In this sense, telegraphy anticipated the epigenetic

changes associated with digital technologies, especially last comrnunication

and the virtualization of commodities.

When humanities scholars turn to digital r:redia, they confrcnt technolo-

sies that operate on vastly diffcrent time scales, and in significantly different
cognitive modcs, than human understanding. Grasping the cornplex ways in
which ttre time scales oI human cognition interact with those of intelligent
machines requires a theoretical framework in which objects are seen not
as static cntitics that, once created, remain the same thror.rghout tir-rre but
rather are understood as constantly changing assemblages in wtrich inequal-

ities and incfficiencies in their operations drive them toward breakdown,

disruption, innovation, and charrge. Objects in this view are rnore like tech-

nical individuals enmeshed in nctworks of social, econornic, and terchnologi'

cal rclations, somc of which arc human, sc,mc nonhurran. Among thosc who
have theorized tcchnical objects iri this way are Gilbert Simondon, Adrian
Mackenzie, Bnlno Latour, and Matthew Firller. Building on thcir work, I
hypothesize in chapter 4 about the multilevel, multiagent interactiorrs oc-

curring across the radically different time scales in which human and rna-

chine cognitions interryresh: on the human side, the very short time scales of
synaptic conncctions to the rclatively Iong time scales required lbr narrative

contprehcnsion; on the machine side, the very fast processing at the level
o[ logic gates and bit rcading to the relatively long load times of complex

I)rograms. Obviously, the rncshing of these two different kincls of complex

tc'rrrporalities cloes not tiappen all at clne time (or all at one place) but rattrer

t'volves as a cornplex syncopation between consci<-rus and unconscious per-

r:c'pfions firr: hr.unans, and the integration of surface displays and algorithmic

prrrccclrrrcs lor mac:hines. The interactions are dynamic and continuous,

rvitlr lcrrltr.rr'[< lrrrl lcccllorwarrl loops connecting different levels with each

,rllrt'r,rrrrl ( r()ss-c()nnr'( tirrg trachirrc processes with lrunian responses.
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On the level of conscious thought, attention comes into play as a focusing

action that codetermines what w'e call matertality: 'I'hat is, attention selects

frorn the vast (essentially infinite) repertoire of physical attributes sorne

characteristics for notice, and thcy in h.rrn constitute an objr:ct's materiality.

Materiality, like thc obfect itself, is not a pre-given cntity but rather a dy-

namic process that changes as the lbcus of attention shifts. Perccptions cxist

unconsciously as wcll as consciously, atrd research ernerging from contem-

porary ncuroscience, psycliology. and other fields abciut the "new uncon-

scious" (or "adaptive unconscious") plays a critical role in understanding

this phenomcnon. In these vicws, the unconscious docs not exist primarily

as repressed or suppressed material but rather as a per:ceptive capacity that

catches thc abundant ovcrflow too varied, rich, and deep to make it tirrough

the bottleneck of attention. Attention, as thc limiting scarcc rcsource, directs

conscir:us notice, but it is far from the whole of cognitive activity and in fact

constitutes a rather small pcr:centage of cognition as a whole. The realiza-

tion tLrat neural plastici$r trappens at many levels. including unconscious

perceptions, makcs technogenesis a potent sitc for constructive intcrvcn-

tions in the humanitics as they increasingly turn to digital technologies.

Comparative Media Studics, with its fbregrounding of mcdia technologics in
comparative contexts, provides theoretical, conceptual, and practical frame-

works for critically assessing technogcnetic changes and devising stratcgics

to help guide thcm in socially constructive ways.

If time is deeply involved rvitlr the productions of digital mcdia, so too is

space. GIS (geographic information systern) mapping, GPS (global positioning

systcm) technologics, and their conncctions with networkcd and program-

rnablc machines have created a culture of spatial exploration in digital

media. At least as far back as l-lcnri Lefebvre's The Production of Space (L1974)

1992), contemporary geographers have thought about space not in static

Cartesian terms (which Lefebvre calls rcpresented or conceivcd space) but

as produced through networks of social interactions. As Lc{ebvre proclaims,

(social) practices produce (social) spaces. Among contemporary geogra-

plrers, Dorcen Massey (1994a, I994b, 2005) stands out for the depth of her

research and intelligent advocacy of an approach to social spaces bascd on

interreiationality, open-ended temporal ity, and a rcfusal oI space representcd

as a Cartesian grid. For spatial history projcc:ts, however, georeferencing

relational databases to the "absolute space" of inches, miles, and kilonretcrs

has proven unavoidable and indeed desirable, sincc it allows intcrcperalrility

with the data sets and databases of othcr rcscitrt'ltcrs. 'l'ht': lcnsions Irt'lwcctt

Massr:y's drcarn (as it is callcd in chitptt'r (i),rrrrl tlrc slr.tlial lristory projccts

llow we"lhink

exemplified by the Stanford Spatial History Proiect show the limitations as

well as the theoretical force of Massey's approach.

The inclusion of databases in spatial history proiects has opened the door

to new strategies that, rather than using narrative as their primary mode of

explication, allow flexible interactions between different layers and over-

lays. As a result, explanations move from charting linear chains of causes

and effects to more complex interactions among and between networks lo-

cated in space and time. Moreover, historical prolects have also moved from

relational databases, in which data elements are coordinated through shared

keys (i.e., common data elements), to object-oriented databases, in which

classes possess inheritable traits arrd aggregative potentials. As Michael

Goodchild (2008) explains, the older relational model implies a metaphor

of GIS as a container of maps. One constructs a map by merging different

data elements into a common layer. While this strategy works well for cer-

tain kinds of explanations, it has the disadvantage of storing data in multiple

databases and creating spatial displays that have difficulty showing change

through tirne. Newer object-oriented databases, by contrast, imply a meta-

phor of objects in the world that can spawn Progeny with inherited traits,

merge with other objects, and aggregate into groups. This makes it possible

to chart their movements through time in ways that make time an intrinsic

property rather than something added on at the end by marking layers with
time indicators.

Whereas historical and historically inflected projects are finding new

ways to construct and display social space, experimental literature plays

with the construction of imaginary spaces. Chapter 7 explores Steven Hall's

distributed literary system that has as its main component the print novel
'l'he.Raw Sharh Texts: ANovel([2007] 2008a). In depicting aposthuman sub-

jcctivity that has transformed into a huge online database capable of evacu-

,rting individual subjectivities and turning them into "node bodies," the text

;rcrforms a critique of postindustrial knowledge work as analyzed by Alan

l,iu (2008b). In the print text, the distance between signifier and signified

lollapses, so that letters form not only words but also obiects and living be-

iLrgs. Ln the "unspace" of abandoned tunnels, warehouses, and cellars, the

slory evolves of amnesiac f,ric Sanderson's search for his past memories

wlrilc he is pursued by a "conceptual shark," the Lodovician, which hunts

lrirl through the trails of thoughts, percePtions, and memories that he emits.

Wlrilc socinl space is constructed through social practices, "unspace" is cnn-

:ll rrrltrtrl tlrrough words tlrat at once signify and function as material objects"
'l'lrr,rn,rtr:riality ol'larrgurgc is here gi.ven a literal intcrpretatir-rn, and the
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resulting conflation of imaginary with physical space creates an alternative
universe mapped as well as denoted by language. Supremely conscious of
itself as a print production, this book explores the linguistic pleasures and
:langerous seductions of immersive fictions, while at the same time explor-
ing the possibilities for extending its narrative into transmedial productions
lt Internet sites, translations into other languages, and physical locations.

With the advent of digital databases and the movement of traditionally
narrative fields such as qualitative history into new kinds of explanations
lnd new modes of data displays, narrative literature has fashioned its own
cesponses to information-intensive environments. As Lev Manovich has

aoted, narrative and database have complementary strengths and limita-
:ions (2002:190-212). Narrative excels in constructing causal models, ex-

tloiting complex temporalities, and creating models of how (other) minds
n ork. Databases, by contrast, specialize in organizing data into tFpes and en-
rbling the flexible concatenation of data elements. In an era when databases
ue perhaps the dominant cultural form, it is no surprise that writers are

:n the one hand resisting databases, as The Raw SharhTexts (2008e) does,

md on the other hand experimenting with ways to combine narrative and
latabase into new kinds of literature, as does Mark Z. Danielewski's Only
?evolufions (2007b). Part epic poem, part chronological database ofhistori-
:al events, Only Revolutions pushes the envelope of literary forms that may
;till be called "a novel."

One of the ways in which Only Revolutions works, discussed in chapter B,

s through the application of an extensive set of constraints, mirroring in
:his respect the structured forms of relational databases and database que-
:ies" Whereas relational databases allow multiple ways to concatenate data
:lements, the spatial aesthetic af Only Revolutions creates multiple ways to
'ead every page spread by dividing the page into clearly delineated sections
.hat can be cross-correlated. Moreover, an invisible constraint governs the
liscourse of the entire text-Danielewski's previous novel House of Leaves
2000), which functions as a mirror opposite to Only Revolufions. Whatever
vas emphasized in House of Leaves is forbidden to appear in only Revolufiorrs,
lo that what cannot be spoken or written becomes a powerful force in de-
.ermining what is written or spoken. In this sense, Only Revolutions posits an
Jther to itself that suggests two responses to the information explosion: a

rovel that attempts to incorporate all different kinds of discourses, sign sys-

ems, and information into itsell engorging itself in a frenzy of graphomania
i.e., House of Leaves) and a novel that operates through severe constrairnts,
s if keeping the inlbrmation deluge at bay thr:ough carefurlly constnrctccl
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diltes and lcvees (i.e.. Only ltevolutions). In thc first case, attention is taxed
to the limit through writing strategies that {ill and over{ill the pages; in the
second case, attention is spread among different textual modalities, each in,
teracting with and constraining what is possible in the others.

In conclusion, I offer a fcw reflcctions on my book titlc and on the book
as itself a technogenctic intervention. How We 'I'hinL< encompasses a di-
verse sensc of "wei' focusing in particular on the difTerences and overlaps
between the perspectives <"rf print-bascd and digital,based scholars in the
humanities and qr.ralitative social sciences. "Think"-a loaded word if ever
there was one-implies in this context both conscious and unconscious per-
ceptions, as well human and machine cognition. [,ike humans, objects also

have their embodiments, and their embodiments matter, no less than for
humans. When objects acquire sensors and actuators, it is rro exaggeration
to say thcy have an ut'nwelt, in the sensc that they perceive the world, draw
conclusions based on their perceptions, and act on those perceptions.a All
this tahes placc, of cor-rrse, without consciousness, so their modes of being in
the world raise deep questions about the role of consciousness in embodied
and extended cognition. The position taken throughout this bool< is that all
cognition is embodied, which is to say that for humans, it exists throughout
thc body, not only in thc neocortcx. Moreover, it extends beyond the body's
lrr>undarics in ways that challenge our ability to say where or even if cogni-
{ive networks end.

Making the case for technogenesis as a site for constructive intervcntions,
t his book performs the three reading strategies discussed in clrapter 3 of
t:lose, hyper-, and machine reading. The literary texts discussed here provide
(he occasion for ck:se reading. Since these texts are dceply influenced by
rligital technologies, they are embedded in information-intensive contexts
tlrat require and demand hyper reading, which in conjunction with close
rr.lding provided thc wide range of ref'erences used throughout the book.
irinally, the coda to chapter 8, written in collaboration with Allen Riddell,

;rrcsents results fiom our machine reading of Only Revolufions. Combining
, krse, hyper-, and machine reading with a focus on technogenesis, the book
r:; rnr:ant as a proof of concept of the potential of Comparative Media Studies
rr,l only in its arguments but also in ttre rnethodologies it instantiates and
llrt. interprctive strategies it employs.

Morrrcntous transfbrmations associated with digital technologies have

l,r ,t'rr rt'rrrgrrizctl and documented by a pldthora of strrdies discussing eco-
rrourir'. s<x irrl, lrolitical, and psychologir:al changes. However, pcople are the
.r*'r; rlr ivirrll llrt'sc changes tlrrorlgh rnyriad decisions about how to use the
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technologies- This lesson was crear at the very beginning of the Internet,
when users grasped its potentiar for communication and especially the use-
fulness of web browsers for expression and display. Every malor develop_
ment since then has been successfur not (or not only) because of intrinsic
technological capability but because users found ways to emproy them to
pursue their own interests and goals. Hacktivism, the open source move-
ment, user listservs, music and video file sharing, social networking, politi-
cal games, and other practices in digital media are user-driven oid'oftu'
user-defined; they are potent forces in transforming digital technorogies so
that they become more responsive to sociar and curturar inequities]more
sensitive to webs of interc,nnections between people and between peopre
and objects, more resistant to predatory capitalistic practices. In this view,
digital media and contemporary technogenesis constitute a complex adap-
tive system, with the technologies constantry changing as werl as bringing
about change in those whose lives are enmeshed with thern.

we are now in a period when the interests of individuals are in dynamic
interplay with the vested interests of large corporations, sometimes work-
ing together to create win-win situations, other times in sharp conflict over
whose interests will prevair- contemporary technogenesis encompasses both
possibilities, as well as the spectrum of other outcomes in between; as a
phrase, it does not specify the direction or human value of the changes,
whether for good or ill^ This book takes that ambiguity as its central focus,
as it attempts to intervene in loca[y specific ways in the media upheavals
currently in progress by showing how digital media can be used fruitfulry to
redirect and reinvigorate humanistic inquiry. people*not the technorogies
in themselves-will decide through action and inaction whether an inter-
vention such as this will be successful. In this sense, my title is as much an
open-ended question as an assertion or claim.

FIRST INTERLUDE

Practices and Processes in Digital Media

The idea of practice-based research, long integrated into
the sciences, is relatively new to the humanities. The work
of making-producing something that requires long hours,
intense thought, and considerable technical skill_has sig-
uificant implications that go beyond the crafting of words.
Involved are embodied interactions with digital technologies,
frequent testing of code and other functionalities that results
in reworking and correcting, and dynamic, ongoing discus-
sions with collaborators to get it right. As Andy pickering
has cogently argued in The Mangle of practice: Time, Agency,
and Science (1995), pracrice as embodied skill is intimately
involved with conceptualization. Conceptualization suggests
new techniques to try, and practices refine and test concepts,
sometimes resulting in significant changes in how concepts
are formulated.

Coming to the scene with a background in scientific pro-
trlrammirrg ancl a long-standing interest in machine cogni_
tion, I w;rntcd to see how engagements with digital media
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